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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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FIRST LOOK at Halle Berry?s upcoming directorial debut MMA movie  ?Bruised? seen filming on location in New Jersey.  Halle is seen in good spirits for the first time after recently suffering an injury during intense training for the film.  She was seen sporting a bruised and swollen left eye during a scene where she exits a boxing gym.  Halle was seen hard at work while calling the shots during the scenes.  26 Nov 2019  Pictured: Halle Berry.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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